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(54) Title: TELESCOPING CAMERA CRANE

(57) Abstract: A camera crane includes a
camera platform pivotally attached to the
front end of a front section of a telescoping
crane arm. A counterweight is movable along
the back section. The crane arm can be at

tached onto an arm support at two or more
different positions. Consequently the pivot
axis of the arm can be shifted to the front or
rear, to change rear clearance requirements,
counterweight requirements, and the reach of
the arm. The camera platform may be on a
nose assembly having a leveling system in
cluding an electronic controller linked to a
position sensor on the camera platform and to
electric leveling motors. When the head
moves to an out of level position, the elec
tronic controller energizes the motors which
exerts torque to return the platform to level.
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TELESCOPING CAMERA CRANE

BACKGROUND

[0001] The field of the invention is camera cranes. A new type of camera crane is

described in International Patent Publication WO/2005/085948. This design uses a

hydraulic system including a pair of hydraulic cylinders which alternately pull on cables to

extend and retract telescoping crane sections. This system is efficient and virtually

waterproof and provides smooth and near silent extension and retraction movement. To

provide a longer reach, multiple telescoping sections may be used, along with multiple

sets of cables for extending and retracting the telescoping sections.

[0002] The cables that are driven directly by the hydraulic system, referred to here

as primary cables, carry the highest tensile loads. These primary cables accordingly may

tend to slightly stretch momentarily when the hydraulic system initially pulls on the cables.

This can result in a slight initial delay of the extending or retracting telescoping camera

crane arm movement. In some uses, this delay has no significant effect, for example with

slow arm movements. However, for other camera movements, a delay of even a fraction

of a second can make precise crane arm movements more difficult to achieve. The delay

can also adversely affect sensory aspects of crane arm operation. Improvements in this

type of camera crane design have now been made.

[0003] The camera crane described in International Patent Publication

WO/2005/085948 may also use cables in a camera platform leveling system. These

leveling cables may similarly stretch slightly but significantly, when heavily loaded. Under

these conditions, the cables may tend to exert spring-like actions. This can cause slight

oscillation movements of the camera platform. The oscillations can disrupt filming,

especially when magnifying lenses are used.



[0004] The camera platform may alternatively be stabilized using an active

stabilizing system which uses sensors, motors and a feedback loop to keep the platform

level. In this design, leveling cables are not used or needed. While the active stabilizing

system works well, when it is turned off, the camera platform may oscillate.

BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0005] These disadvantages now been overcome via new designs. In a first

aspect, a camera support, or a camera crane arm, includes a second section

telescopically movable within a first section. A first actuator extends the second and a

second actuator retracts the second section. A control valve has first and second ports

connected to provide pressurized fluid to the first and second actuators. An inlet port of

the control valve is connected to a pressurized fluid source, such as a pump or

accumulator of a hydraulic system. The control valve has a range of extend positions, an

off position, and a range of retract positions. The control valve provides a threshold

amount of fluid pressure to the first and second actuators even when in the off position.

The control valve provides a greater than the threshold amount of fluid pressure to the first

and second actuators, when in the extend or retract positions. Further movement of the

control valve into the extend or retract positions results in faster crane arm movement. The

threshold amount of hydraulic pressure keeps the cables under constant tension.

Accordingly, when the control valve is moved into the extend or retract position, the

movement of the arm is virtually instantaneous, because any slack in the cables or slight

shifting of other mechanical components in the drive line is previously removed by the

preload on the cables.



[0006] A stop valve may be connected to an outlet port of the control valve, with the

stop valve having an open position wherein fluid can flow freely out of the outlet port, and

a closed position wherein the stop valve stops fluid flow out of the outlet port. The stop

valve may be in a hydraulic line connecting the outlet port of the control valve to a

reservoir of a hydraulic fluid. In this arrangement, closing the stop valve prevents any

movement on the arm, without affecting the preloading of the cables provided by the

control valve.

[0007] In another aspect, the camera platform may be stabilized by reducing or

avoiding oscillating movement, when an active electrically powered stabilization system is

not used. In this design, a passive dampener resists the back driving of the motors in the

active stabilization system through the gearing linking the platform to the motors. This

dampening or resistance to back driving the motors in turn dampens movement of the

camera platform. Oscillations are reduced or avoided and the camera platform may return

more quickly and smoothly to a level position. The passive dampener may be provided as

an accessory and may be installed, or switched in, and used when desired. The

accessory may include a circuit that connects the first and second motors in series, and

connects the series output of the two motors to a variable resistor through a rectifier.

[0008] A related method for reducing oscillating movement of a camera platform on

a camera crane may include the steps of disconnecting the motor drive unit from its

electrical power source or motor controller. The motor drive unit is then connected to an

electronic dampener. The electronic dampener may link the motors in series. The series

current voltage output of the motors is connected to a resistor, electrically dampening

oscillating movement of the camera platform.



[0009] The invention relies as well in sub-combinations and sub-systems of the

elements described. For example, each of the features listed above can be used as an

improvement in a conventional crane design. Alternatively, they may be used in various

combinations with each other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] In the drawings, wherein the same reference number indicates the same

element in each of the views:

[001 1] FIG. 1 is a side view of a new camera crane arm design.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a side view of the crane shown in FIG. 1 in a horizontal and

extended position.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a side view of the crane in a retracted position.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a top view of the crane shown in FIG. 3 .

[0015] FIG. 5 is a view taken along line 5-5 of FIG. 3 .

[0016] FIG. 6 is a front view of the counterweight carrier shown in FIG. 5, without

the counterweights.

[0017] FIG. 7 is a top view taken along line 7-7 of FIG. 5 .

[0018] FIG. 8 is a side view taken along line 8-8 of FIG. 7 .

[0019] FIG. 9 is a side view taken along line 9-9 of FIG. 5 .



[0020] FIG. 10 is an enlarged side view, in part section, of the back end of the crane

shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 .

[0021] FIG. 11 is a split front view with various components removed or omitted for

clarity of illustration.

[0022] FIG. 12 is another front view with additional components shown. In FIGS. 11

and 12, the right side R of the view shows the roller arrangement at the front end of the

crane arm tubes, and the left side L of the view shows the roller arrangement at the back

end of the crane arm tubes.

[0023] FIG. 13 is a side view of a central area of the first section of the crane shown

in FIGS. 1 and 2 .

[0024] FIG. 14 is a side view of the front end of the crane, in a retracted position.

[0025] FIG. 15 is a side view of a nose assembly attached to the front end of the

crane.

[0026] FIG. 16 is a top view of the nose assembly shown in FIG. 15 .

[0027] FIG. 17 is a side view of an alternative nose assembly design.

[0028] FIG. 18 is a front view of the nose assembly shown in FIG. 17 .

[0029] FIG. 19 is a top view of the nose assembly shown in FIG. 17 .

[0030] FIG. 20 is front view of the U-frame shown in FIG. 13.

[0031] FIG. 2 1 is side view of the U-frame shown in FIG. 20.



[0032] FIG. 22 is a top view of the U-frame shown in FIG. 20.

[0033] Fig. 23 is a schematic diagram of the hydraulic system of the crane shown in

Fig. 1.

[0034] Figs. 24 and 25 are schematic views of alternative hydraulic systems. Fig.

24 shows the system with the crane arm extended and Fig. 25 shows the system with the

crane arm retracted.

[0035] Fig. 26 is a section view of the hydraulic control valve shown in Fig. 23.

[0036] Fig. 27 is a section view of an alternative hydraulic control valve.

[0037] Fig. 28 is a top view of the valve shown in Fig. 26, with the cam shaft

removed for illustration.

[0038] Fig. 29 is a section view taken along line 29-29 of Fig. 26.

[0039] Fig. 30 is a section view taken along line 30-30 of Fig. 29.

[0040] Fig. 3 1 is a front section view of a stop valve for use in the hydraulic system

shown in Fig. 23.

[0041] Fig. 32 is a side section view of the stop valve shown in Fig. 3 1 .

[0042] Fig. 33 is a side view of the camera crane shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and further

including an electronic dampener accessory.

[0043] Fig. 34 is a front view of the motor drive assembly shown in Fig.33.

[0044] Fig. 35 is a side view of the dampener shown in Fig. 33.



[0045] Fig. 36 is a top view of the dampener shown in Fig. 35.

[0046] Fig. 37 is a side view of the dampener shown in Fig. 35.

[0047] Fig. 38 is a schematic diagram of the dampener and motor drive assembly

shown in Fig. 33

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0048] FIGS. 1- 12 show a new crane arm design 501 which can achieve

unprecedented heights. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the crane arm 501 has a first tube or

section 502 pivotably supported on a U-frame 518. A second section 504 is telescopically

supported in the first section, a third section 506 is telescopically supported in the second

section 504, a fourth section 508 is telescopically supported in the third section 506 and a

fifth section 510 is telescopically supported in the fourth section 508.

[0049] FIGS. 1 and 2 show the crane arm 501 extended while FIGS. 3 and 4 show

the crane arm retracted. As shown in FIG. 4, side bars 5 12 may be attached to the first

tube 502 via lateral bars 514. The side bars 5 12 provide a convenient grasping surface,

to allow crane operators to manually maneuver the crane arm 501 .

[0050] The crane arm 501 has a counter weight carrier 520 with FIG. 3 showing the

counter weight carrier 520 in its forward most position, with the crane 501 fully retracted.

FIG. 2 shows the counter weight carrier 520 in its rear most position, with the crane arm

501 fully extended. Turning to FIGS. 5 and 6, individual counterweight plates 522 are

secured to the counterweight carrier 520 on plate holders 524. A pair of spaced apart

counter weight tracks 523 are attached to the top surface of the first tube 502. Vertical

rollers 525 support the counterweight carrier 520 in the vertical axis and allow the



counterweight carrier 520 to smoothly roll forward and aft along the top surface of the first

tube 502, with minimum resistance. Horizontal rollers 526, shown in FIG. 6, roll along the

side surfaces of the counterweight tracks 523, to maintain the vertical rollers in alignment

on the tracks 523.

[0051] Turning to FIGS. 11 and 12, in the design shown, the first tube 502 may be

near square with an approximately 46 cm width or height. The fifth or innermost tube 5 10

may correspondingly also be near square with a height or width of about 14 cm, in the

design shown. The tubes 502-51 0 may advantageously be made from aluminum plates

attached together to form the tube sections. In the design shown, the plates may be 0.6

cm thick aluminum plates. The plates may be bolted together at the corners. Highly rigid

tubes may be manufactured by bolting the plates together using cap screws on 2.5 cm

centers. In addition, an adhesive such as Loctite adhesive may be applied in the joints

between the plates. This further prevents even small amounts of movement between the

plates when the arm 501 is loaded. Consequently, load induced noises (typically

creaking, popping, etc.) are reduced or avoided.

[0052] As shown in FIGS. 11, 12 and 14, the tube sections 504-51 0 are

telescopically positioned within each other on rollers. As shown in FIG. 14, the second

tube 504 is supported within the first tube 502 via upper and lower rollers 528 and 530,

adjacent to the front and back ends of the second tube 504. The third, fourth, and fifth

tubes 506-51 0 are similarly supported on upper and lower rollers 528 and 530. The upper

and lower rear rollers 528 and 530 roll on upper and lower rear roller tracks 532 and 534.

The tracks 532 and 534 may be located at the corners of the tubes 504-51 0 to additionally

serve as attachment points for the plates 560 and 562 forming the tubes. Front rollers 536



rolling on upper and lower front roller tracks 539 and 538, support the front ends of the

telescoping tubes 504-51 0 .

[0053] In the specific design shown in Fig. 14, six upper rollers 528 (three on each

side) and six lower rollers 530 (also three on each side) are rotatably attached to an inner

side wall of the first tube 502, at the front end of the first tube 502, to telescopically

support the second tube 504. These front rollers roll in or on tracks 532 and 534 attached

to an outer sidewall of the second tube 504. Multiple rollers are used at the front end of

the tube as the front end of the each tube carries the most load. Also as shown in Fig. 14,

rear rollers are rotatably attached to an outer side wall of the second tube 504, near the

rear end of the second tube 504, and roll on or in tracks attached to an inner side wall of

the first tube 502. This same roller placement is also used to telescopically support the

other tube sections as well. However, as shown in Fig. 14, fewer rollers may be used with

smaller tubes, as the loads on them in use is less than on the larger tubes. For example,

as shown in Fig. 14, the first tube 502 may have three top and bottom rollers at the front

end (on each side, for a total of 12 front rollers). The second tube 504 may two top and

bottom rollers at the front end (on each side, for a total of eight front rollers). The third and

fourth tubes may have one top roller and one bottom roller at the front end (on each side,

for a total of four front rollers). This is shown on the left side L of Figs.1 1 and 12 .

[0054] Referring to Fig. 14, at the rear end of the second tube 504, four top rollers

528 and two bottom rollers 530 are rotatably attached (on each side) to an outer sidewall

of the second tube 504. The third, fourth and fifth tubes carry less load at the rear of the

tube and accordingly may fewer rear rollers. As shown on the right side R of Figs. 11 and

12, these tubes have two rear top rollers 528 and one rear bottom roller 530 (on each



side). The rear bottom rollers are typically only loaded when the crane arm is substantially

retracted. The arm 501 is symmetrical from side to side relative to the rollers 528 and 530.

[0055] The rollers maybe be made of Torlon (polyamide-imide), a material that does

not absorb water and is highly stable, so that the rollers do not develop flat spots. The

rollers 528 and 530 may be about 100 mm in diameter and undergo up to 0.2 mm of

compression under loading, to better absorb vibration and reduce noise. Access openings

may be provided in the tubes further allow for inspection, maintenance or replacement of

the rollers.

[0056] In the specific example shown, the tubes 504-51 0 are each 6 meters long,

with about 4.5 meters of telescopic extension. As a result, the crane arm 501 can provide

up to about 18 meters of telescopic movement. The counterweight carrier 520 may be

connected via cables and pulleys to hydraulic actuators, but with a 2:1 movement ratio.

As a result, 230 cm of piston movement causes the counterweight carrier 520 to move 4.5

meters. This causes the tubes 504-51 0 to each individually also move by about 4.5

meters, providing collective telescoping extension movement of about 18 meters.

[0057] A fixed length extension boom of up to about 6 meters (depending on the

pay load) may be attached to the end of the fifth tube 5 10, to extend the total reach of the

crane arm 501 to 28 meters. A typical maximum payload for the crane arm as shown in

FIGS. 1- 12 would be about 100 kg. With the arm extended to 28 meters, a typical

maximum payload would be reduced to about 50 kg.

[0058] The amount of overlap between adjacent tubes with the arm fully extended

may vary. For example, the overlap between the first and second tubes, with the arm fully

extended, may be 120 cm, while the overlap between the second and third tubes is 140



cm. In this example then, the overlap between the third and fourth tubes would be 160 cm,

and the overlap between the fourth and fifth tubes would be 175 cm. This increasing

amount of overlap from the first to the fourth tube is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .

[0059] The tubes 502-51 0 may be provided with a slight upward curvature as

described above relative to the crane arm 501 shown in Figs. 1-1 1. The curvature is

typically about a 1000-1500 meters diameter (resulting in a dip of about 6 mm at the

center point of a 6 meter tube). Each of the tubes 502-51 0 may be provided with the

same amount of upward curvature, so that the tubes fit smoothly together, and so that the

crane arm 501 is nearly straight under nominal conditions, with little or no sagging. The

tubes 502-51 0 may be open at the ends, to allow for inspection of rollers, pulleys, and

other components.

[0060] The crane arm 501 may use a drive system similar to the system described

in WO/2005/085948. Due to the greater size, length, weight, and loads involved in the

crane arm 501 , additional cables and pulleys may be used. As shown in FIGS. 11 and 12,

sixteen counter weight carrier cables 548 connect the counter weight carrier 520 to the

second tube 504. Extension pulleys 540 are attached near the front ends of the second,

third, and fourth tubes or sections 504-508. Eight extension cables 544 extend from a

fixed anchor 552 at the back end of the first section 502 around the extension pulleys 540

and attach to a tie point near the back end of the third tube 506. A similar design is used

between the third and fourth tubes 506 and 508, and between the fourth and fifth tubes

508 and 510.

[0061] The drive system for extending and retracting the arm 501 also includes

retraction cables 546 extending around retraction pulleys 542 located near the back ends



of the tubes 506-51 0 . Again, however, as with the extension cables 544, multiple

retraction cables 546 may be used to better handle the loads, and also to reduce strain

and stretching of the cables. In the design shown, eight retraction cables 546 are used

between the second tube 504 and the third tube 506. Each retraction cable 546 between

the second tube 504 and the third tube 506 has a first end attached to an inside wall near

the front end of the second tube 504, with the retraction cable 546 extending rearwardly

around a retraction pulley 542 near the back end of the third tube 506. The retraction

cable 546 passes through an opening in the third tube 506 and is then attached at an

anchor point on an inside surface near the back end of the third tube 506.

[0062] In the design shown, four retraction cables 546 are provided at the top of the

third tube 506 and an additional four retraction cables 546 are provided at the bottom of

the third tube 506. Similar retraction cables and retraction pulleys are used between the

third tube 506 and the fourth tube 508, and between the fourth tube 508 and the fifth tube

5 10 . Accordingly, each retraction pulley 542 (as well as each extension pulley 540) may

be adapted with four cable groups, to accommodate four cables on a single pulley.

[0063] Turning to FIGS. 13, and 20-22, the arm 501 is attached to the U-frame 5 18

via bearings and axle stubs 576. As shown in FIG. 5, the axle stubs 576 are attached to

the U-frame 5 18 on each side via axle plates 578. The axle plates 578 are bolted onto

each side of the first tube 502. Specifically, hole patterns at each end of each axle plate

578 align with hole patterns 584 and 586 on the sides of the first tube 502.

[0064] Additional identical hole patterns 588, 590, and 592 are spaced apart from

the second hold pattern 586 by equal increments. Upper and lower rows of support rollers

582 are provided on each side of the U-frame 5 18 . An upper roller track 581 and a lower



roller track 580 are attached to the first section 502 between the first hole pattern 584 and

the fifth hole pattern 592, shown in FIG. 13 . The rollers 582 may be V-groove rollers

which fit into a corresponding V-groove slot formed by hardened surfaces of the upper and

lower tracks 581 and 580.

[0065] This design allows the pivot axis of the crane arm 501 to be shifted in the

front-back direction. FIG. 13 shows the crane arm 501 with the pivot axis (which is co

axial with the axle stubs 576) in the rear most position. This set-up results in a minimal

length of the crane arm 501 extending behind the pivot axis 576. A result, less clearance

space is required behind the column 36 for maneuvering the crane arm 501 . On the other

hand, however, additional counterweights are needed to maintain the crane arm 501 in

balance. In addition, with the set up as shown in FIG. 13, the crane arm 501 has a

maximum amount of forward reach from the column 36.

[0066] Referring still to FIG. 13, the location of the pivot axis 576 can be changed

by removing the bolts from the axle plates 578. The crane arm 501 is then temporarily

supported via the upper track 581 resting on top of the upper row of support rollers 582.

The lower rollers 582 and rail 580 hold the arm 501 into contact with all of the upper

rollers, regardless of the front/back balance condition of the arm. The arm 501 can then

be shifted rearwardly relative to the U-frame 5 18 by manually pushing and/or pulling on

the arm 501 . The arm may be pushed rearwardly until the holes in the axle plate 578 are

moved into alignment with the next sequential hole pattern in the sides of the first tube or

section 502 of the arm 501 .

[0067] In the design example shown, this allows the arm 501 to be moved into four

alternative positions: the position as shown in FIG. 13, or to the positions indicated at BB,



CC, or DD, which are each spaced apart by 40 cm. The arm may be angled upwardly for

gravity assist in moving the arm 501 from the position shown in FIG. 13 into positions BB,

CC, or DD. Once the arm 501 is moved into the desired position, the axle plates 578 are

again bolted onto the first tube 502.

[0068] Turning to FIGS. 15 and 16, a nose assembly 600 may be attached to the

front end of the fifth tube 5 10 (or to the third tube 56 in the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1-

13). The nose assembly 600 provides for automatic leveling. The nose assembly 600

includes a declined angle leg 602 which extends downwardly at an angle from the fifth

tube 510. The leg 602 may be pivotably attached to the arm 501 (about a roll axis) via a

pivot axle 6 12 . A quick release pin 614 may be used to secure the leg 602 into an under

slung position (as shown in FIG. 15), into an over slung position or into other roll angle

positions. Housings 608 containing amplifiers 6 10 and other components, may be

attached to the sides of the leg 602. Motors 606 are contained within sealed motor

housing 604 and are geared to the head axle 6 18 of a camera head 6 16 (or other camera

support structure). The motor housings 604 may be sealed and filled with an inert gas,

such as nitrogen under positive pressure.

[0069] In the design shown, harmonic drive motors 606 are used. The harmonic

drive motors 606 have zero backlash. In the nominal position, the head 6 16 remains level

via gravity alone, as shown in FIG. 15 . Consequently, the motors 606 do not require

continuous electrical current to keep the head level. Rather, the motors are actuated only

when and out of level condition is detected. As the head 616 moves out of level (due to

extension/retraction movement of the crane arm 501 , acceleration of the mobile base,

change of elevation angle of the crane arm 501 , or due to other factors, such as wind) the



leveling system detects the out of level condition and energizes the motors 606 applying

torque to bring the head 6 16 back to a level position. Since the harmonic drive motors

606 have no backlash, no electrical current is needed to avoid backlash. Consequently,

battery power is conserved. The harmonic drive motors 606 may be 24 volt DC motors.

This avoids various safety considerations associated with use of higher voltages.

[0070] In Fig. 15, a potentiometer or other position sensor 620 may be provided on

the head 6 16 . The sensor 620, which senses the position of the head 616, and the

potentiometer or sensor 5 15 shown in Fig. 9, which senses the angle of elevation of the

arm 501 , may both be linked to an electronic controller. When the arm 501 is angled up or

down (change in elevation angle), the electronic controller can detect differences in the

sensor singles indicating that the head 6 16 is out of level. The electronic controller 275

can then correspondingly control the motors 606 to correct the position of the head 6 16

back to level. The leveling system corresponding includes the position sensor 620, the

controller 275, and related electronics (e.g., power supplies) for powering the motors 606.

Additional sensors, such as the elevation angle sensor 5 15, may also be included.

[0071] Figs. 17-1 9 show an alternative nose assembly 630 attached to the end of

the crane arm 501 . A center plate 634 of the nose assembly 630 is secured onto the end

of the crane arm 501 via a center bolt 632. A quick release pin 636 aligns the nose

assembly 630 vertically, in an under slung position as shown in Fig. 17. The nose

assembly 630 may be moved to an over slung or side slung position by loosening the

center bolt 632, temporarily pulling back on the pin 636, and then turning the nose

assembly until the pin 636 aligns with another locating hole in the end of the arm. The pin

636 is then released and is spring biased outwardly to re-engage into the end of the arm.



The center bolt 632 may then be retightened. The pin 636 precisely angularly aligns the

nose assembly 630, while also allowing for quick changeover between nose assembly

positions.

[0072] Referring to Figs. 17-1 9, handles 707 and a base plate 640 are joined to the

center plate 634. A dual motor dynamic leveling system 642 is supported on the base

plate 640. The leveling system 642 dynamically acts to maintain the camera support frame

644 level.

[0073] Fig. 23 shows a crane arm extension/retraction drive system similar to the

design in WO/2005/085948 having a first and second hydraulic cylinders operate a system

of extension and retraction cables and pulleys. Chains and sprockets may alternatively be

used. Electric or pneumatic actuators may also be used. Similarly, non-linear actuators for

moving the counterweight carrier 520 may be used, including rotary actuators or winches

acting directly to pull on a cable attached to the counterweight carrier 520.

[0074] The first actuator 302 acts as a retraction actuator as it pulls the

counterweight carrier forward (to the position shown in solid lines in Fig. 23), which causes

the arm to retract. The second actuator 304 acts as an extension actuator as it pulls the

counterweight carrier 520 rearward towards the back of the first tube or section 502 (to the

position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 23), which causes the arm to extend. A

synchronization cable 3 17 extends around idlers 3 19 and connects the clevis ends of the

pistons of the actuators together. The synchronization cable 3 17 causes the pistons to

move in equal and opposite directions.

[0075] As shown in Figs. 23, 24 and 25, a pump 224 driven by an electric motor 220

charges or pressurizes an accumulator 228. Instead of the motor 220, a hand pump 233



may be used. The crane arm 501 is typically mounted on a mobile base or vehicle 500,

and the battery 222 can be mounted on the deck of the vehicle 500, and charged by an

external AC plug-in connection 237. The accumulator 228 is connected via fluid lines to a

control valve 230, and also to a pressure switch 227, which automatically switches off the

motor 220 when a pressure limit is reached within the accumulator 228. A pressure

gauge 229 linked to the accumulator 228 is visible through a window or opening in the

enclosure or housing 106.

[0076] The battery 222 connects to the motor 220 via a cable through an on/off

switch 236 and the pressure switch 227. An on/off indicator 235 is viewable through a

window or opening in the enclosure 106. A relief valve 240 joins into a T-fitting in the line

linking the accumulator 228 and the valve 230, to relieve excess pressure in the

accumulator 228, and return hydraulic fluid to a reservoir or tank 226. The reservoir 226

provides un-pressuhzed hydraulic fluid, through a filter 225 and a check valve 231 to the

inlet of the pump 224.

[0077] A sprocket 296 is attached to a valve shaft 232 on the valve 230. A chain or

belt 290 connects the shaft sprocket 296 on the valve shaft 232 with a motor sprocket 294

on a valve control motor 242. An adjustment and potentiometer idler sprocket 298 may be

also engaged with the chain 290. The chain may also wrap around a sprocket on the

potentiometer 244. The potentiometer 244 and the valve control motor 242 are preferably

both connected to an electronic controller 248. The potentiometer 244 may have a small

cable transducer attached to the counter weight carrier and to provide electrical signals to

the controller 248 based on position, and speed and direction of movement of the



counterweight carrier, which is proportional to the extension position of the arm 501 .

Stops limit rotation of the valve 230.

[0078] Referring to Figs. 26-30, the control valve 230 includes a valve block 250

attached to a base 252. First, second, third, and fourth valve pins 259, 261 ,263, and 265

are positioned within first, second, third, and fourth bore 258, 260,262, and 264 in the

valve block 250 and base 252, forming four valves. The first bore 258 connects with the

third bore 262 via a first or rear drive port 254, as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 29.

Similarly, the second valve bore 260 connects with the fourth valve bore 264 via a second

or front drive port 256, also shown in dotted lines in Fig. 29. Plugs 269 seal drill openings

made during manufacture, to provide right angle bends in the internal ports.

[0079] The first drive port 254 of the valve 230 is connected to a front port 216 of

the first actuator, which is a hydraulic cylinder 302. The second drive port 256 of the valve

230 is connected via a hydraulic line to a front port 2 18 of the second actuator which is a

hydraulic cylinder 304, as shown in Figs. 23, 24 and 25. A high pressure inlet port 266 of

the control valve 230 is connected via a hydraulic line to the accumulator 228. A return

port 268 is connected via a return hydraulic line to the reservoir 226.

[0080] As shown in Figs. 24 and 25, the back or closed end of each hydraulic

cylinder is connected to an air reflow line 318. As the piston of one cylinder advances, the

air trapped behind that piston is pushed out of the cylinder, into the air reflow line, and into

the closed back end of the other cylinder. This provides a closed system to better resist

corrosion and contamination. The air reflow line may have a drain line 247 leading to the

reservoir 226. Any hydraulic fluid that gets past the seal between the piston and cylinder

can accordingly be returned back to the reservoir 226 through a drain line 247 and a



check valve 246. Also as shown in Figs. 24 and 25, front and rear stop valves 321 and

323 are mechanically actuated at the end of the stroke of the piston. The stop valves 321

and 323 consequently stop off flow of hydraulic fluid into the cylinders before the piston

hits a hard mechanical stop in the cylinder. Fig. 24 shows the crane arm retracted with the

arrows showing the direction of fluid flow for extending the crane arm. Fig. 25 shows the

crane arm extended with the arrows showing the direction of fluid flow for retracting the

crane arm.

[0081] As shown in Fig. 26, each of the valve pins 259, 261 , 263, and 265 is biased

upwardly or into a closed position via a spring 270. In the up or closed position, a head on

the hardened valve pin provides a near seal against a hardened valve seat 274 pressed

and/or swaged into the valve body at the lower end of each bore. A valve piston 276 is

centered on a shoulder and threaded onto each of the valve pins. The springs 270 bias

the valve pistons 276 against cam lobes 272 on the valve shaft 232. The dimensions of

the valve pins and the cam lobes establish the near seal of each of the ports 254, 256,

266 and 268 when the pins are in the up or closed position. Alternatively, the near seal

may of course be made in other ways, such as with grooves or bores allowing hydraulic

fluid by by-pass the valve seat. The near seal of each bore allows a small amount of flow

through the bore, even when the pin in the bore is in the "fully" closed position. As a

result, regardless of the position of the valve 230, at least some hydraulic pressure from

the high pressure port 266 is applied simultaneously to both the extension port and the

retraction port. As a result, both cylinders 302 and 304 continuously exert at least a

threshold pulling force on the cables 314 and 324.



[0082] Fig. 27 shows an alternative hydraulic control valve 230B which is similar to

the valve 230A shown in Fig. 26. The element numbers in Fig. 27 having a B suffix

generally correspond to element with the same number in Fig. 26. The valve 230B is

different from the valve 230A as follows. Referring to Fig. 27, in the valve 230B, springs

271 are placed in a base 252B of the valve 230B, rather than in the valve block 250B. As

a result flow passageway around the valve pins is left relatively open. This reduces flow

resistance through the valve 230B. In addition, rollers 279 are provided on the valve

pistons 276B. The springs 271 push on a collar 273 on each pin, holding the rollers 279

into contact with the cams on the shaft 232. The rollers roll on the cams when the shaft

232 is turned to control the valve. The rollers reduce friction and help to provide smooth

and quiet valve operation.

[0083] The near seal typically closes off 95% to 99.99% of the cross sectional area

of the bore. The more opening left by the near seal, the greater the crane arm movement

sensitivity will be to the control valve movement. On the other hand though, use of a more

open near seal to achieve greater sensitivity also requires greater hydraulic energy use.

In the design shown, the accumulator 228 operates with a pre-charge pressure of about

12000 kPa and the pump motor 220 turns off when the accumulator pressure reaches

about 17000 kPa. Each full stroke (extension or retraction of the arm) uses about 700 kPa

of accumulator charge. When fully charged, the accumulator can provide about seven full

strokes, within the operating parameters of the system. With this accumulator capacity,

the near seal generally may be set up to allow an average minimum pressure drop of

about 3600 kPa in 5 minutes, to a average maximum pressure drop of about 1000 kPa in

30 seconds. In the example shown, the leakage provided by the near seal allows a

pressure drop from about 17000 kPa to about 16500 kPa in about 90 seconds.



[0084] The cam lobes are preferably 90 degree offset circles, to provide smooth

(sinusoidal) movement of the valve pins. As shown in Fig. 26, 0-rings 278 and 280 seal

the pin bores. The valve shaft 232 may be set up with stops that limit rotation to about +/-

85 degrees. This allows for complete valve control, without the need to remove and

reposition the users hand on the control knob 234. Referring to Fig. 23, using a

potentiometer 244 having a 170 degree range of movement in one direction, plus 170

degrees in the other direction, and 2 : 1 tooth ratio between the shaft sprocket 296 and the

sprocket 298, allows for use of the potentiometer over its entire range, for greater control

sensitivity. As the valve shaft 232 is turned, either manually by gripping and turning the

control knob 234, or automatically via the valve control motor 242 and electronic controller

248, the ports in the valve 230 are opened and substantially closed.

[0085] As shown in Figs. 23, 24 and 25, a stop valve 480 is positioned in the line

connecting the return port 268 of the control valve 230 and the reservoir 226. As shown in

Figs. 3 1 and 32, the stop valve has a pin plate 482 attached to a pair of spaced apart

dampener shafts 486. The dampener shafts extend into dashpots in an inlet body 484

which viscously dampen movement of the shafts 486. The pin plate 482 is biased away

from the inlet body 484 (upwardly in Figs. 3 1 and 32) via a compression spring 490. An

outlet body 496 is attached to the inlet body 484 via cap screws 497 as shown in Fig. 32.

A valve bore 493 extends through the inlet and outlet bodies. A pin 492 having a shoulder

495 which forms a sealing surface is positioned in the bore 493. The first or top end of the

pin 492 is attached, e.g., threaded into, a pin stub 485 on the pin plate 482. The bore 493

connects between an inlet port 330 and an outlet port 332. The inlet port 330 is

connected via a hydraulic line or tube to the return port 266 of the control valve 230. The

outlet port 332 is connected via a hydraulic line to the reservoir 226.



[0086] The shaft 491 of a solenoid or actuator 483 is attached to the second or

bottom end of the pin 492. The solenoid 483 is attached to the outlet body 496 via a

solenoid cup 498. The shoulder 495 of the pin 492 is movable into engagement against a

valve seat 494, to create a seal and stop flow of hydraulic fluid through the bore 493. O-

rings 488 and backing rings 489 may be used to provide seals between the components

as shown in Figs. 3 1 and 32.

[0087] Via operation of the spring 490, the stop valve 480 is normally closed. The

spring pushes the pin plate 482 up, which forces the shoulder 495 into sealing contact

with the valve seat 494. However, during normal crane arm operation, electrical current is

provided to the solenoid 483, which pulls the pin down, against the spring force, and

holding the shoulder 495 away from the seat 494, to leave the bore 493 open. With the

stop valve open, hydraulic fluid can flow freely through the stop valve, and the stop valve

does not then affect operation of the crane arm.

[0088] When in the "off position, the control valve 230 remains slightly open.

Hence, in the "off position, the valve 230 is set up to balance the hydraulic force applied

by the actuators 302 and 304. In this condition, the primary cables 314 and 324 are under

tension since the actuators are pulling on them, respectively. However, no movement

occurs as the opposing forces exerted are equal. When the valve shaft 232 is turned in a

first direction, (manually via the knob 234, or automatically via the motor 242 and

controller 248), the bore in the valve 230 supplying hydraulic fluid to the port 2 18 on the

extending hydraulic cylinder 304 is opened up more than the bore in the valve 230

supplying hydraulic fluid to the port 2 16 on the first hydraulic cylinder 302. As a result, the

extending force acting on the counter weight carrier 520 causes the counter weight carrier



to move rearward on the first section 502. This in turn telescopically extends the crane

arm sections. To reverse direction and retract the crane arm 501 , the valve shaft is turned

back (counter clockwise in Fig. 23) through the stop or closed position, causing the

reverse movement.

[0089] The speed of extension and retraction will increase with increasing

movement of the valve shaft away from the "closed" position, due to the shape of the

cams. Since the control valve 230 is pressure compensated, only small amounts of force

are required to turn the valve shaft 232. Since the near seal of the control valve 230 keeps

the primary cables in constant tension and the "closed" position provides a balanced force

equilibrium condition, even slight movement of the valve shaft 232 away from the "closed"

position (e.g., by 0.1 degrees) results in immediate crane arm movement. While such

slight movement will cause very slow crane arm movement, the movement, nevertheless,

is immediate. Control of the crane arm movement can accordingly be highly sensitive.

[0090] The controller 248 can be set up or programmed to actuate the valve control

motor to operate the valve assembly. This allows the crane arm 501 to automatically

move to pre-selected positions, or to perform pre-programmed movements. A remote

controller 275 may be similarly programmed, with positions or movements (pan, tilt,

telescope extend/retract) for the entire crane arm 501 , and/or a camera head 503

supported on the crane arm 501 , as schematically shown in Fig. 17 .

[0091] The control valve 230 provides only a near seal of the ports, and not a

complete seal. As a result, regardless of the position of the control valve 230, each of the

hydraulic cylinders is constantly provided with at least a minimum amount of hydraulic fluid

pressure, referred to here as residual fluid pressure. When the arm is extending or



retracting, the residual fluid pressure applies at least a residual minimal force opposite to

the direction of movement. The residual force maintains the extension cable 314 and the

retraction cable 324 under constant tension. Consequently, when the control valve is

moved to extend or retract the crane arm 501 , the crane arm moves virtually

instantaneously, because the force equilibrium is removed, and the primary cables have

no slack, and undergo little or no additional stretching.

[0092] When the control valve 230 is in the stopped or neutral position, both

actuators 302 and 304 are supplied with residual fluid pressure and act against each

other. No movement occurs however because the opposite forces exerted are equal and

balanced. Movement of the control valve 230 away from the stopped position, even

slightly away, accordingly results in virtually immediate responsive movement of the crane

arm 501 . The crane arm 501 thus provides highly sensitive and rapid response to use of

the control valve. If the stop valve is used as an emergency stop, the stopping action is

smooth and quiet.

[0093] Referring to Fig. 24 and 25, since a small amount of fluid is constantly

flowing through the control valve 230, the pressure charge in the accumulator 228 is lost

over time, even with no crane arm movement. The motor 220 must therefore periodically

switch on to drive the pump 224 and maintain a charge in the accumulator 228, even if the

crane arm 501 is idle. Referring to Figs. 23, 24 and 25, 3 1 and 32, the stop valve 480 is

positioned in the line connecting the return port 268 of the control valve 230 to the

reservoir 226. The stop valve 480 is held open via the solenoid 483 during normal crane

arm operations. When in the open position, the stop valve 480 allows substantially free



flow of hydraulic fluid from the control valve 230 to the reservoir 226. When the stop off

valve is open, arm movement is controlled by the control valve 230.

[0094] When the crane arm 501 will not be extended or retracted for a prolonged

period of time, for example during a lunch break, or overnight, the stop valve 480 may be

closed by switching off electrical power to the solenoid 483. When this occurs, the spring

490 pulls the sealing surface of the shoulder 495 of the pin 492 into sealing contact

against the valve seat 494. The dashpots 487 dampen this movement so that the stop

valve 480 stops flow through the bore 493 quickly but smoothly, but without having the

shoulder 495 impact against the seat at high speed.

[0095] Referring to Figs. 23, 24 and 25, with the stop valve 480 closed, flow of

return fluid to the reservoir 226 is stopped, regardless of the position of the control valve.

As a result, all movement of the actuators 302 and 304 and all extending or retracting

movement of the arm 501 is stopped. Unlike the near seal provided by the control valve

230, the stop valve 480 is designed to provide a complete seal which stops all return fluid

flow to the reservoir. This stops any arm movement. The stop valve 480 is normally

closed via the spring 490 and is held open via the solenoid 483. In an electrical power

failure occurs, current to the solenoid is interrupted, and the stop valve 480 closes,

automatically stopping extending/retracting movement of the crane arm 501 .

[0096] As shown in Fig. 24 and 25, the stop valve 480 may be provided with a

mechanical override 499. The mechanical override 499 is manually operated to

mechanically open the stop valve 480 during an electrical failure. Use of the mechanical

override allows extension/retraction movement of the crane arm 501 , using the charge in



the accumulator, without the need for electrical power. The mechanical override may be

designed as threaded screw on the outlet body aligned to push on the pin 492.

[0097] The solenoid 483 may also be connected to one or more wired or wireless

switches, on or off of the crane arm 501 and/or the mobile base 500. These switches may

be used by the crane operator, or other production crew members, to stop movement of

the arm, regardless of the control valve position. Electrical current provided to the

solenoid 483 may be controlled by a current controller 405. The current controller 405

may provide an initial higher current to open the valve 480, and then a reduced lower

current to hold the valve open. This reduces the current consumed by the solenoid and

reduces solenoid heating.

[0098] Depending on leakage provided by the near seal, and other system

parameters, and especially with systems designed to be very highly sensitive to control

valve movements, using an electronic off-position selector may be helpful. With a highly

sensitive system, completely stopping all arm movement may be difficult to achieve by

hand, because even a slight deviation from the precise off position of the control valve will

cause arm movement. The electronic off-position selector, if used, is connected to, or is

built into, the controller 248. By detecting direction and speed of movement of the counter

weight carrier 520 via an encoder and potentiometer, the electronic off-position selector

can quickly and accurately move the control valve into the off position, to stop all arm

movement.

[0099] Turning to Fig. 33, a platform drive system 750 includes a gear motor

assembly 752 including first and second DC motors 762 and 764 driving first and second

gears 758 and 760 engaged respectively to first and second gear segments 754 and 56



on the nose plate 734. With input from position sensors on the camera platform, the drive

system 750 can actively operate to keep the camera platform level and steady, despite

varying loading conditions.

[00100] When the platform drive system is not used, however, only the cables of the

mechanical leveling system described in WO/2005/085948 act to keep the camera

platform level. The cables act in one direction, i.e., pulling the camera platform up. In

addition, high dynamic loads on the camera platform can cause slight amounts of elastic

strain on the cables. In other words, in use, the cables can alternately stretch and retract

by small amounts. This causes the cables to act like a spring under certain loading

conditions. The camera platform movement has little inherent dampening. Consequently,

the elastic strain in the cables can result in oscillating movement of the camera platform.

That is the elastic strain in the cables can cause the camera platform to overshoot from

under level to over level. The camera platform then pivots back down (via gravity) past

level, until the cables once again exert a counteracting force. This oscillation movement

may continue for several cycles, causing noticeable and undesirable movement of the

camera platform. This movement may be especially objectionable with high definition and

three-dimensional cameras.

[00101] To reduce oscillation under these conditions, an electronic dampener 700 as

shown in Figs. 33-38 may be used. The dampener 700 has a dampening circuit 708

within a housing 702. The circuit includes a rectifier 7 12 linked to a variable resistor 714,

a fixed resistor 7 16 and a transistor 7 10 (FET). As shown in Figs. 35 and 37, the variable

resistor is adjustable via a knob on the outside of the housing 702. The transistor 7 10 is

mounted on a heat sink 7 18 in the housing 702. The bottom surface 720 of the housing



702 may also be adapted to conduct heat from the housing to a supporting surface. The

rectifier may be a four diode bridge, such as a W01 M-BP and the transistor may be a

2N3773. The variable resistor 714 may be adjustable from 1 to 10,000 ohms, while the

fixed resistor 716 may be 150 ohms. The transistor helps to make dampening

adjustments linear with turning movement of the knob of the variable resistor. The

transistor also helps to reduce the size of the variable resistor.

[00102] When the platform drive system is in use, the gear motor assembly is

connected via a connector 770 and a power/control cable 772 to motor controllers which

separately connect to and independently control the first and second motors 762 and 764.

This allows the motors to stabilize the camera platform, while optionally also operating

with zero backlash.

[00103] Referring to Fig. 38, to use the dampener 700, the connector 770 on the

gear motor assembly 752 is removed. The dampener 700 is then electrically connected to

the gear motor assembly 752 via a jumper cable 722 which mates with the connector 704

on the dampener 700, at one end, and to the connector 770 on gear motor assembly 752,

at the other end. The jumper cable 722 also connects the first and second motors 762

and 764 in series, as shown in Fig. 38. The output of the series connected motors is

connected to opposite sides of the rectifier, i.e. to terminals 2 and 4 of the bridge 7 12 .

The base of the transistor remains positively biased regardless of the direction of

movement. The connector 704 on the dampener may be adapted to mate directly with the

connector 770 on the gear motor assembly 752, for example, as a plug in accessory. In

this case, no jumper cable 722 is used.



[00104] The other pair of opposite terminals 1 and 3 are connected to opposite ends

of the variable resistor 714. The emitter and collector of the transistor 7 10 are also

connected to the opposite sides of the variable resistor 714. The base of the transistor

7 10 is connected to the intermediate variable position terminal of the variable resistor 714.

The dampener 700 may be mounted on the nose plate, the camera platform, the arm, or

any other convenient location. The variable resistor 714 may be adjusted by turning the

knob on the housing 702, or it may be adjusted remotely.

[00105] Pivoting movement of the camera platform (about the nose axle 744) back

drives the motors 762 and 764 in the same direction, via the gear sectors 754 and 756.

The motors act as generators in series, with their voltages added. Referring to Fig. 38,

regardless of the direction of camera platform movement and the resulting polarity of the

motors, the rectifier 7 12 provides forward current to the variable resistor 714. Current

flows from the collector to the emitter of the transistor 7 10, in proportion to the voltage

applied to the base of the transistor. The voltage applied to the base varies with the

setting of the variable resistor 714, and the current passing through R 1 in Fig. 38. When

the variable resistor is set to high resistance, e.g., 10,000 ohms, the dampener 700

provides a high level of mechanical dampening or resistance to movement.

[00106] When the variable resistor is set to low or no resistance, the dampener

provides little or no dampening. The dampener 700 places an electrical load on the back

driven motors 762 and 764. This increases the drag on the motors. Consequently,

movement of the camera platform is dampened. To select a preferred amount of

dampening, the user can manually displace the camera platform from level, and then

release the platform while observing the camera platform movement. If the camera



platform returns to level too slowly (an over damped condition), dampening can be

decreased by increasing the resistance of the variable resistor 714. If the camera platform

significantly overshoots through the level position, (under damped condition), dampening

can similarly be increased.

[00107] The dampening combined with the elastic spring characteristics of the

leveling system cables reduces oscillating movement of the camera platform. During the

upward movement, the dampening force acts in the downward direction, reducing the

overshoot past level. During the downward direction, the dampening force acts in the

upward direction, reducing tension in the cables, and any tendency towards bounce

movements.

[00108] The dampener 700 may be used when the crane is being transported on a

vehicle, to reduce movement of the camera platform. Often, while mounting a camera or

other payload onto the camera platform, the electrical platform drive system 750 is off.

With many or most cranes, this allows the camera platform to move relatively freely,

making camera mounting difficult. In some cases, camera mounting has typically required

two people, one to hold the camera platform steady and the other to mount the camera.

Use of the dampener prevents the camera platform from moving freely, which can simplify

mounting a camera on the platform, even by a single person.

[00109] The dampener 700 may also be used in place of other damped

shock/vibration isolator accessories often used on camera cranes. While the drawings

show the dampener 700 used on crane have a mechanical cable leveling system, the

dampener may also be used on any other type of camera crane using one or more electric

motors to position or level the camera platform. Regardless of the type of crane, the



dampener may be hard wired into the motor(s) and switched in and out as desired, or it

may be provided as a separate accessory connectable directly to the motor or motor

assembly, with or without a jumper cable. In addition, regardless of the type of camera

crane, the dampener may allow for continued use of the crane during an electrical failure

of the platform drive system.



CLAIMS:

1. A camera crane comprising:

an arm having a first section, a second section telescopically extendible into

and out of the first section, and a third section telescopically extendible into and out of the

second section;

a camera platform at a front end of the third section;

a counterweight movable along the first section;

the first section having a longitudinal axis and first side and a second side,

with first and second attachment elements, on each of the first and second sides, spaced

apart from each other along the longitudinal axis of the first section,

an arm support, with the first section pivotably attachable to the arm support

at a first position using the first attachment elements, and with the first section attachable

to the arm support at a second position using the second attachment elements.

2 . The camera crane of claim 1 with the first and second attachment elements

comprising first and second hole patterns spaced apart along each of the first and second

sides of the first section, and first and second axle plates on the arm support alignable

with each of the first and second hole patterns, respectively, by sliding the arm in a

front/back direction relative to the arm support.

3 . The camera crane of claim 1 further comprising side rails on the sides of the

first section, and a plurality of rollers on the arm support engageable with the side rails, to

allow the arm to move on the rollers in a longitudinal direction, to change the relative

position of the arm on the arm support.

4 . The camera crane of claim 1 with the arm support comprising a U-frame

pivotably attached to a mobile base wheeled vehicle.



5 . The camera crane of claim 1 wherein the first, second and third sections

comprise substantially square tubes.

6 . A camera crane comprising:

a first tube;

a second tube telescopically extendible from the first tube;

a third tube telescopically extendible from the second tube;

a fourth tube telescopically extendible from the third tube;

a fifth tube telescopically extendible from the fourth tube;

with the tubes formed from plates bolted and adhered together to form a

crane arm;

a cable and pulley system associated with the first, second, third, fourth and

fifth tubes, for telescopically extending and retracting the tubes;

a counter weight carrier movable along the first tube and linked to the cable

and pulley system;

a hydraulic drive system connected to the counter weight carrier; and

a camera platform pivotally connected to a front end of the fifth tube.

7 . The camera crane of claim 6 with substantially each of the tubes having a

radius of curvature ranging from 500 to 750 meters.

8 . The camera crane of claim 6 further comprising roller guides attached at the

inside corners of the first, second, third and fourth tubes.

9 . The camera crane of claim 6 further comprising first and second attachment

elements on first and second sides of the first tube, with the attachment elements spaced

apart from each other along a longitudinal axis of the first section; and



an arm support, with the first section pivotably attachable to the arm support

at a first position using the first attachment elements, and with the first section attachable

to the arm support at a second position using the second attachment elements, to allow

the position of the crane arm on the arm support to be changed.

10 . The camera crane of claim 6 with the tubes having side plates having an

upward radius of curvature.

11. A camera crane, comprising:

a crane arm having a first section and a second section telescopically

extendable and retractable into the first section;

a hydraulic system including:

a source of hydraulic fluid under pressure;

a first hydraulic actuator adapted to extend the second section;

a second hydraulic actuator adapted to retract the second section;

a control valve connected via hydraulic lines to the source and to the first

and second hydraulic actuators, with the control valve having open positions and a closed

position, and with the control valve providing hydraulic fluid pressure to the first and

second actuators, regardless of the position of the control valve.

12 . The camera crane of claim 11 with the hydraulic system further comprising a

reservoir, and a stop valve connected via hydraulic lines to the control valve and to the

reservoir.

13 . The camera crane of claim 11 with the control valve having first, second,

third and fourth valve pins and first, second, third and fourth valve seats within first,

second, third and fourth valve bores, respectively.



14. The camera crane of claim 13 with the control valve further comprising a

cam shaft having cams engaging the valve pins, for moving the pins towards and away

from the valve seats, to open and close the valve bores.

15 . The camera crane of claim 14 with the pins dimensioned to avoid making a

complete seal with the valve seats.

16 . The camera crane of claim 12 with the stop valve normally closed via a

spring, and with the stop valve having an electrical actuator holding the stop valve open,

against the force of the spring, while the electrical actuator is provided with electric

current.

17 . The camera crane of claim 16 with the stop valve including a fluid dampener.

18 . The camera crane of claim 12 with the control valve providing a near seal of

hydraulic fluid between the source and the first and second actuators.

19 . A camera support comprising:

a first section and a second section movable relative to the first section;

a first actuator for moving the second section in a first direction;

a second actuator for moving the second section in a second direction,

opposite to the first direction;

a control valve having first and second ports connected to provide

pressurized fluid to the first and second actuators, an inlet port connected to a pressurized

fluid source, and an outlet port, with the control valve having first, off, and second

positions, and the control valve providing a threshold amount of fluid pressure to the first

and second actuators when in the off position, and providing a greater then the threshold

amount of fluid pressure to the first and second actuators, when in the first and second

positions, respectively; and



a stop valve connected to the outlet port of the control valve, the stop valve

having an open position wherein fluid can flow freely out of the outlet port, and a closed

position wherein the stop valve stops fluid flow out of the outlet port.

20. The camera support of claim 19 wherein the fluid is a hydraulic fluid.

2 1 . The camera support of claim 20 with the stop valve in a hydraulic line

connecting the outlet port of the control valve to a reservoir of a hydraulic fluid.

22. The camera support of claim 19 with the second section telescopically

extend ible from the first section, and with the first and second actuators on the first

section.

23. The camera support of claim 1 with the first and second actuators exerting

equal and opposite forces against each other when the control valve is in the off position.

24. A camera crane, comprising:

a crane arm having a first section and a second section telescopically

extendable and retractable into the first section;

a counter weight carrier on the first section, with movement of the counter

weight carrier in a first direction driving the second section in a second and opposite

direction;

a hydraulic system including:

a source of hydraulic fluid under pressure;

a first hydraulic actuator acting on a first cable attached to the counter weight

carrier;

a second hydraulic actuator acting on a second cable attached to the

counter weight carrier;



a control valve connected via hydraulic lines to the source and to the first

and second hydraulic actuators, with the control valve adjustable between multiple open

positions and a closed position, and with the control valve in all positions providing at least

some hydraulic fluid pressure to the first and second actuators to constantly maintain the

first and second cables under tension.

25. A camera crane comprising:

a crane arm;

a camera platform pivotally attached to the crane arm;

an electrical camera platform drive system for driving the camera platform;

and

an electronic dampening circuit electrically connectable to the camera platform

drive system.

26. The camera crane of claim 25 with the camera platform drive system

including a motor attached to the crane arm; a motor gear attached to the motor; and a

platform gear attached to the camera platform, with the motor gear engaging with the

platform gear; and with the electronic dampening circuit electrically connected to place a

resistive load on the motor.

27. The camera crane of claim 26 further comprising a transistor linked to a

variable resistor.

28. A camera crane comprising:

a crane arm;

a camera platform pivotally attached to first end of the crane arm;



at least one camera platform leveling cable attached to the camera platform and to

the crane arm, with the cable acting to maintain the camera platform substantially level as

the elevation angle of the camera arm changes;

a motor drive unit attached to the crane arm, with the motor drive unit including a

first drive motor having a first shaft and a first gear attached to the first shaft, and including

a second drive motor having a second shaft and a second gear attached to the second

shaft, and with the polarity of the first motor opposite to the polarity of the second motor;

first and second platform gear segments attached to the camera platform, with the

first gear meshing with the first platform gear segment and with the second gear meshing

with the second platform gear segment; and

an electronic dampening circuit electrically connected to the first and the second

drive motors, with the dampening circuit placing the first and second drive motors

electrically in series, and with the output of the series connected drive motors connecting

to a rectifier, a variable resistor, and a transistor.

29. The camera crane of claim 28 further with the transistor having an emitter

connected to the first side of the variable resistor, a collector connected to the second side

of the variable resistor, and with a base connected to an intermediate terminal of the

variable resistor through a fixed resistor.

30. In a camera crane of the type having first and second electric motors for

stabilizing a camera platform, an accessory comprising:

a circuit that connects the first and second motors in series, and connects the

series output of the two motors to a variable resistor through a rectifier.



3 1 . The accessory of claim 30 with the variable resistor having three terminals

and further comprising a transistor connected to each of the three terminals of the variable

resistor.

32. A method for reducing oscillating movement of a camera platform on a

camera crane having at least one leveling cable attached to the camera platform, and a

platform stabilizing system including a motor drive unit having first and second motors

connected to an electrical power source, comprising:

disconnecting the motor drive unit from the electrical power source;

connecting the first and second motors to an electronic dampener; and

electrically dampening oscillating movement of the camera platform caused by

stretching of the cable.

33. The method of claim 32 further comprising connecting the first and second

motors in series and rectifying the outputs of the first and second series connected

motors.

34. The method of claim 33 further comprising adjusting the dampening by

varying electrical resistance of the electronic dampener.

35. The method of claim 32 further comprising connecting a transistor to the

variable resistor and controlling current through the transistor in proportion to current

through the variable resistor and the resistance setting of the variable resistor.

36. A camera crane comprising:

an arm having a first section and a second section telescopically extendible

into and out of the first section;

a camera platform at a front end of the second section;

a counterweight movable along the first section;



the first section having first and second attachment elements spaced apart

from each other; and

an arm support, with the first section pivotably attachable to the arm support

at a first position using the first attachment elements, and with the first section attachable

to the arm support at a second position using the second attachment elements.

37. A camera crane comprising:

a first tube;

a second tube telescopically extendible from the first tube;

with the tubes formed from plates bolted and adhered together;

an extension system associated with the first and second tubes, for

telescopically extending and retracting the second tubes;

a counter weight carrier movable along the first tube and linked to the

extension system; and

a camera platform pivotally connected to a front end of the second tube.
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